WEBVTT
NOTE recognizability 0.953
d9f5c004-e99e-433d-b8a7-d61f39e1e6c4
00:00:14.260 --> 00:00:18.850
Welcome to "In The Thick of It" Practical Partnerships on the Ground.
I'm Brian
7eb47786-214e-4e60-b2e4-0b121b1454f5
00:00:18.850 --> 00:00:24.120
Burns. I'm an Emergency Relief Coordinator for Compassion and Mercy
Associates or
dbbdd696-cba9-4bf2-b8ed-c68ceb1d7804
00:00:24.120 --> 00:00:29.270
CAMA Services for short. I spent the last four years working in
Northern Jordan
79b1f25b-c96a-44f7-b4d7-1307fc4d069d
00:00:29.270 --> 00:00:34.630
with Syrian Refugees. I lived in a border town of Mafraq, the town
closest to
11e736cc-1877-4a63-a1b2-11a2d92bdb68
00:00:34.630 --> 00:00:39.190
Zatri refugee camp, the fifth largest refugee camp in the world.
48362960-bf9c-4a6a-ae6f-1674726bb511
00:00:39.190 --> 00:00:43.060
I served on staff at a local Alliance Church where I was an assistant
to the pastor.
47159d19-f988-45b7-8f2d-326789667732
00:00:44.140 --> 00:00:47.980
When I arrived in 2012, they were forty Syrian families but
b19897e2-c46e-41a8-b2d5-8c5c364f9d3f
00:00:47.980 --> 00:00:53.900
that never quickly grew to four thousand Syrian families. Over the
period of four years we were able to
b41c4f78-25b8-4048-86d6-7ad8eb695a65
00:00:53.900 --> 00:00:58.760
serve over six thousand Syrian families with the basics that they
needed for sleeping
e09ebb51-36c8-4e72-866a-45aa66805371
00:00:58.760 --> 00:01:03.990
and cooking. We distributed over thirty five thousand mattresses the

5e3bf13d-8f71-4d7b-bac3-074586346419
00:01:03.990 --> 00:01:08.330
purpose of this presentation is to help you see partnership with the
local church in a new
3c3ef877-88f1-48ca-8476-724e60adcd66
00:01:08.330 --> 00:01:10.670
light. I'm going to use examples from
dcd51f24-533b-4bf4-8594-43658698eb1f
00:01:11.760 --> 00:01:15.390
art, from music, from food, from travel, and from
b64d96fd-4dc9-4926-9df5-81414a071228
00:01:15.390 --> 00:01:16.770
botany
40d9d127-8e93-4864-97e5-ec75d5021628
00:01:16.770 --> 00:01:17.830
to challenge you to
02322cc2-87bf-4c8d-8585-824c09d2fe34
00:01:17.830 --> 00:01:22.570
reevaluate the long-term sustained impact the local church can have on
48ae621b-0767-4170-92d5-b6486d4fd663
00:01:22.570 --> 00:01:28.250
a community when partnerships are done well. So, let's look at the
first one: Do you know
ae844adf-0206-4a78-8fc3-b617eea52c56
00:01:28.250 --> 00:01:32.090
what this is called? It's a Matryoshka Doll.
d9816005-05ee-4909-bddb-44a2ed52ed1e
00:01:32.090 --> 00:01:36.760
Like Matryoshka dolls, there's always more than meets the eye. There's
more
75ee53bc-9535-4c62-be49-dbf3410a99f8
00:01:36.760 --> 00:01:41.470
layers of complexity to a culture than are initially evidenced. Your
limited
3b5d4bea-1c9b-439a-a258-f1919cf0d761
00:01:41.470 --> 00:01:47.120
understanding of a culture blocks you from seeing those hidden
intricacies. So

285dd2e5-565a-4405-8437-998449deb257
00:01:47.120 --> 00:01:49.630
a well-designed project will exhibit
47f07f55-35df-4cec-9f06-499580ea4299
00:01:49.630 --> 00:01:54.440
humility. We have a bit of a superficial understanding of
5ef23a0a-3b53-4788-a453-96461a8ed649
00:01:54.440 --> 00:01:58.570
a culture especially early on as we're new to that environment.
There's
78da344b-1a2a-40fc-8e85-2003eb4b87a6
00:01:58.570 --> 00:02:03.170
a much deeper artistic beauty that we don't see.
0fab239b-87e8-4dba-a553-a35ddc12b082
00:02:03.170 --> 00:02:05.270
We're experts at seeing the problems but we
1be71e4b-8efa-4489-bb41-6e78646dd610
00:02:05.270 --> 00:02:10.800
aren't as good at seeing the capabilities. So here's an example of
these Matryoshka
287e604d-e558-4c91-b171-44b9c42c73a7
00:02:10.800 --> 00:02:15.710
dolls. There's twenty nine little pieces here and if you can think
about the
58c7f7b3-99cb-488e-8a8a-7b7d22cf5d8a
00:02:15.710 --> 00:02:20.740
artist that created these carving each one individually, and then
painting
9d6c41f8-6354-43cb-8f6b-9a8fefa82672
00:02:20.740 --> 00:02:25.440
each one with the finest detail even down to the smallest one. These
dolls
59366c93-918b-442d-b088-9dca947ba621
00:02:25.440 --> 00:02:30.140
themselves are an example of how complex cultures can be. Some
fac209d4-88bf-41f4-a91b-eaee724a2942
00:02:30.140 --> 00:02:35.510
cultures pride themselves on that complexity. So I was lucky to be in
a place where the

c7255316-1ff0-43e9-a7e9-a51e33237d5a
00:02:35.510 --> 00:02:40.570
local church was leading boldly in outreach and the pastor not only
had a
751a4714-9028-42f0-86f8-c83f5394534a
00:02:40.570 --> 00:02:44.940
good business sense but also embodied some of the best principles that
efe884f5-7e3e-4a49-b849-344421dd3d06
00:02:44.940 --> 00:02:49.780
we use in relief and development. There are more than a couple
initiatives that will
7a1081e5-7e7d-491e-894e-6f0ea6d11962
00:02:49.780 --> 00:02:54.460
stick there in that location for the long-term because they continue
to be led by locals.
1230f957-3fb2-424a-8040-1f08ae13b2c1
00:02:55.550 --> 00:03:00.530
Now over time, I know that these initiatives will probably stray from
the
d16bef25-e4fa-4621-86dd-bfac0779b4c9
00:03:00.530 --> 00:03:05.510
best practices that my Western linear legal culture has decided
21f1a987-52d8-4b7e-a67a-d455f7d39ff0
00:03:05.510 --> 00:03:09.040
our best. So, in that specific situation, I know
98ea717c-bcf0-4aa8-93d8-7888bdeee1ad
00:03:09.040 --> 00:03:13.930
that Arabs won't always go through 'B' to get from 'A' to 'C'
31e8e219-020c-4335-ae8f-8885e4c6b970
00:03:13.930 --> 00:03:18.920
but somehow I think that they'll find the back-door. So maybe the
rules of the game
45577be1-a9c6-4530-a5b7-b7d7f648b565
00:03:18.920 --> 00:03:24.170
are a little bit more flexible than we thought. So with this
principle, we need to admit that
bb3015d4-ee52-4db5-8f87-6b5b87b32425
00:03:24.170 --> 00:03:30.640
there are aspects to a culture that we can't readily see. Do you know
what this instrument is?

a9c7ec36-dfdd-4caf-a877-ed2f8b8d7b1c
00:03:30.640 --> 00:03:32.670
It's not a guitar with a bent neck.
9eca2cd5-1405-4ea2-b829-b5196a9aa527
00:03:32.670 --> 00:03:36.830
It's an oud. It not only makes a different sound, but
41f0f2a0-a849-4fbb-9fae-ae313a47e0d8
00:03:36.830 --> 00:03:41.750
it requires a different style of playing all together. So, welldesigned project
e89a3996-cded-4060-98d1-e800faab5182
00:03:41.750 --> 00:03:45.420
will exhibit adaptability. Let the pastor direct and
d692459d-4c4e-4a2b-97c6-a8fa7056c9c9
00:03:45.420 --> 00:03:47.200
let the locals play to their strengths.
7e15bb1f-f6f5-4fca-9942-d34580c59592
00:03:48.240 --> 00:03:52.670
Something I realized as I got used to the new culture
cebc799b-f4ed-4285-8c17-3911d70fba77
00:03:52.670 --> 00:03:57.500
in Northern Jordan where I was working, as I was trying to learn the
language
9524fa96-63ee-43eb-b829-1da6e314c8aa
00:03:57.500 --> 00:04:03.180
and learn the culture, I quickly realized that I could spend the next
twenty years trying to
f01e456a-d5d5-48b2-9209-614c8bde89f2
00:04:03.180 --> 00:04:08.130
perfect my understanding here but I won't for one second
a69f8bab-9cbd-437c-a932-037a9a7e519c
00:04:08.130 --> 00:04:13.000
ever reach the level that this pair of pastor is at right now
fef38c1f-f566-47ba-bc22-462c0628fe92
00:04:13.000 --> 00:04:17.840
even in my whole lifetime I won't ever be as effective as he is in
this
280bb50e-6de1-4bdf-9179-a343bedf6f75

00:04:17.840 --> 00:04:23.200
moment. So why should I spend all my effort into trying to be him when
I
9b209e03-a29c-49ad-a9b4-b11f99c9c11e
00:04:23.200 --> 00:04:27.800
could just support him in the areas that he
a55091a5-8135-4f16-9cd4-c824f119bf22
00:04:27.800 --> 00:04:32.690
has expressed his own weaknesses. So if you think of about this
f4caabb0-cb09-4c00-a65c-3638f375d5ff
00:04:32.690 --> 00:04:36.830
using the metaphors of music, I think about a symphony.
540377f6-e13f-4950-99e4-6f9e60017d52
00:04:37.910 --> 00:04:43.640
I picture the pastor holding that baton as a Conductor
0bc9addb-ca6d-4a8a-88c3-417af70bcc18
00:04:43.640 --> 00:04:47.860
conducting the symphony. He knows the strength of each instrument. He
knows the strengths of each
474c8e9f-04b5-4e24-bde4-e5b9adc81d4a
00:04:47.860 --> 00:04:52.610
person in that church or in that community and he knows how
04517bd2-b962-4246-a023-9c8df193405d
00:04:52.610 --> 00:04:58.450
to bring out the best in them probably better than we do. Having
13c80609-4e90-406b-a16f-ae219f82dcb2
00:04:58.450 --> 00:05:03.440
all those different sounds and different players with different
abilities, that's what
49fdf07a-825f-4ce8-b1a3-27d221d14e12
00:05:03.440 --> 00:05:06.570
gives a symphony it's fullness that, rich symphonic sound it gives it
presence
42203750-047a-4d35-b5c7-d2229ecf026a
00:05:10.670 --> 00:05:15.480
So, your job is to resource the locals to solve their own problems. I
want to give you
ca8cef4d-a066-4675-a982-70d0b347873e
00:05:15.480 --> 00:05:19.370

another example from the context of a 'women's programs' in Northern
b854a8a5-f26b-435f-bb0f-aa61180f42e1
00:05:19.370 --> 00:05:24.280
Jordan. So there was a Brazilian woman who came to the leadership
45a8c2fe-812c-45f4-9e46-4676d245c17e
00:05:24.280 --> 00:05:27.670
at the church and said I really want to teach
f56a51c0-d46a-4024-a214-8d22b681d936
00:05:27.670 --> 00:05:31.640
Syrian women how to sew and at the end of the program, I'd like to
give
1227edde-e6b1-4dbd-94c6-f2e37cdfb8f5
00:05:31.640 --> 00:05:37.690
the sewing machines to the church. So she spent two Saturdays and
ced92e4d-48d0-46a5-9263-cf6fbc973252
00:05:37.690 --> 00:05:38.790
taught
036ae4f4-85f8-47bb-85ac-e70592d37f8b
00:05:38.790 --> 00:05:42.590
a couple women how to sew. And the Brazilian
fa916a74-3ffc-4a37-87dc-1cc325c1cc3a
00:05:42.590 --> 00:05:48.540
woman came to us and said, "Okay, I feel like I achieved my goal and
d4c2c9b7-b4f9-4ee6-9d2d-32733cd800ab
00:05:48.540 --> 00:05:50.850
that was fun, and I enjoyed that, so here
fde4ba2d-73b8-46ec-a9b9-7ffde7ad8df5
00:05:50.850 --> 00:05:54.000
are the sewing machines and do what you want with them.
9b33bbbe-4da0-4614-9a64-bc43e191527e
00:05:54.000 --> 00:05:57.360
But, that wasn't the end of the project because sitting
cbb23d74-d7c7-4cad-91b7-7d9a3f5fb5d2
00:05:57.360 --> 00:06:02.350
there observing these sewing classes was a Jordanian woman who grew up
in the
1a15a62e-4ab5-48d3-a056-ab920d35789a
00:06:02.350 --> 00:06:07.970

church, who also love to sew and she came to us later and said, you
know,
bb543539-db11-4461-9014-57997899404f
00:06:07.970 --> 00:06:12.760
I really love sewing and I can teach these ladies, I
20272161-8127-4aa5-8e22-1bcbde290a0b
00:06:12.760 --> 00:06:18.110
speak their language, I understand their culture. Can I use these
sewing machines and,
2c4bd72a-9adb-4092-913f-1b86cb734e2f
00:06:18.110 --> 00:06:20.230
teach them how to sew?
3f5ba06f-3ada-43fc-8d91-9b3b6c48fc46
00:06:20.230 --> 00:06:23.500
So, this was where I was able to help
0503dea0-4eb8-4cf8-95a0-b740b7afa862
00:06:23.500 --> 00:06:28.440
resource her, to be able to serve her vision and her goal
a9db9036-6a56-4cf8-84c8-c932e2daaeb9
00:06:28.440 --> 00:06:31.840
in this. So we had just finished a handicrafts
f03f047e-0ab3-4bed-9f08-8470bc6bbb50
00:06:31.840 --> 00:06:37.560
room and she came into the room and I said this room is yours to do
whatever you want with,
0c930407-04e0-4642-a268-ea70cc354764
00:06:37.560 --> 00:06:40.110
go for it. I needed to help
1b802444-8a8a-4698-8910-4c9ad2cea619
00:06:40.110 --> 00:06:44.460
buy cabinets and buy the sewing tables and get things ready.
1a3bb931-0383-47f3-b76f-da0f10947ea0
00:06:44.460 --> 00:06:49.100
Well, she took ownership of that room and really made it her own. And
in the
fb1152aa-790b-40e9-85b5-ffe9ca6b9f63
00:06:49.100 --> 00:06:53.490
end, now she has about seventy women in the sewing program

7da6b43b-b588-4513-8171-44af137db2dd
00:06:53.490 --> 00:06:57.590
and she's doing it four days a week those women are creating things,
32178185-5073-4119-aba0-4b519575bfd7
00:06:57.590 --> 00:07:03.060
were selling the things, and then able to give the Syrian women a
small income
6665dee7-8f6e-4c8e-8a81-d8c415beea42
00:07:03.060 --> 00:07:08.260
based on those handicrafts. So here's something that really
5364cfe2-04a0-4296-92a4-a685131b65ac
00:07:08.260 --> 00:07:13.750
just grew out of a small idea but it was because we
51ec8daa-0ecb-468c-838b-7f13024175ec
00:07:13.750 --> 00:07:18.500
resourced a local person to solve their own problems. So like someone
who
e80fa005-c7bf-4e65-be0b-6b40ef1c7822
00:07:18.500 --> 00:07:23.770
plays an oud, with its own distinctive style, our project should be
adaptable
1e440c7d-2300-4480-a3ae-0301ee1d8eee
00:07:23.770 --> 00:07:29.770
enough to let the locals play to their strengths. The next metaphor
comes from food.
0199d675-4b6e-4366-917b-f7a72556f6f3
00:07:29.770 --> 00:07:31.660
It's a bowl of rice.
199fa68e-40d2-4413-9d1a-4e196411d1be
00:07:31.660 --> 00:07:36.490
There's a quote of our Albanian proverb that says, "You won't really
know
4b36d5e3-90ac-4ed8-8640-962657f7cc03
00:07:36.490 --> 00:07:41.350
someone until you've been through a bag of salt together." Can you
imagine how long
25d9e55b-bb03-4c8c-b7fc-8b74d1bca3b9
00:07:41.350 --> 00:07:46.300
it would take to go through a bag of salt with somebody? In our
context, we don't

1eaeb561-de95-4807-8995-e01399bce498
00:07:46.300 --> 00:07:51.970
have the time to go through a bag of salt together so I've changed it
to a bag of rice. Are we
56c4e53f-5163-4f37-ad5a-b6917c4083ca
00:07:51.970 --> 00:07:56.850
more interested in what we can do for the people than the people
themselves? How much do
d901f975-979a-466d-b1c7-0d40bb9c7e46
00:07:56.850 --> 00:08:01.070
we value that relationship over the project? So a
7fd805e1-b61f-404d-b698-8baf29be80ed
00:08:01.070 --> 00:08:04.910
well-designed project will exhibit mutuality.
eba9512e-2200-46b3-8d69-66c9f2459589
00:08:04.910 --> 00:08:09.570
And, by mutuality, I mean relational dependence.

Dependence

1f1762ef-9d8d-4f45-89fc-3a1f3730b0f0
00:08:09.570 --> 00:08:14.480
isn't a word that we like to hear in relief and development, that
sounds like a bad thing but I'm
0d25dd98-da38-435e-8cec-fdd8c4c24443
00:08:14.480 --> 00:08:19.890
speaking about relational dependence. See, projects end but we belong
to each
be5620c3-3375-4725-963a-65f790ba5cd2
00:08:19.890 --> 00:08:24.290
other for eternity. So one example I have of this is when I first
fc92caf3-d139-44b6-b91f-d22da2f0ea44
00:08:24.290 --> 00:08:28.030
started working in Northern Iraq with a local Iraqi pastor.
ceb47378-a67b-4793-9f14-6d4e2f58d59c
00:08:29.280 --> 00:08:33.730
We talked about the capacity assessment and talked about what we
027731db-297b-419d-a08e-c92e9700bdf8
00:08:33.730 --> 00:08:38.230
could possibly do, but there was another day or two at the end of the
week where we had

d3b69ed3-e62e-47a2-b1fb-28a6cd007dad
00:08:38.230 --> 00:08:43.860
some free time before we left the country. The pastor decided to take
us to a mountain top and he
62015028-8734-4e9f-b335-5e1966a48bb6
00:08:43.860 --> 00:08:48.520
took us to his home town and we got to go to his
6ff2a194-d5ef-4a5b-a225-1be1c38c7b94
00:08:48.520 --> 00:08:53.420
house that he grew up in as a child where his sister still lives. He
was taking time
cddbfe38-6925-4c63-8593-825326d3a1d4
00:08:53.420 --> 00:08:57.400
to build that relationship with us intentionally, this is
f7e7b1bf-8956-4a0d-9fed-15f1c9afa6cd
00:08:57.400 --> 00:09:01.340
really important before we get really going on a project that these
e4d33014-dd57-40ea-89d4-2ee65c5afd1d
00:09:01.340 --> 00:09:06.570
relational ties are built and that the project flows out of the
relationship. So a wellc0bc0cb8-39df-4a1c-aa2c-d6604de6191a
00:09:06.570 --> 00:09:11.420
designed project will exhibit mutuality. It's okay to be relationally
eb473507-c11b-4463-8cb1-1efc6ad465fc
00:09:11.420 --> 00:09:15.970
depended on each other. So like sharing a meal together, you won't
really know
8db3a42d-aab5-4f4d-9e39-8872d377a9c8
00:09:15.970 --> 00:09:20.910
someone until you've gone through a bag of rice together. Since we
enter as
10788841-bdc6-446e-9f7d-36263a6d2188
00:09:20.910 --> 00:09:25.870
guests, we need to follow the rules of politeness, respect the host,
and don't let
0a3873d1-a425-40ea-b0be-fc1666c7516e
00:09:25.870 --> 00:09:31.960
accountability be overbearing to the point of choking the
relationship. The next metaphor I use

befa5764-048c-4bd5-93e1-3c407e735baa
00:09:31.960 --> 00:09:36.880
is from travel. We all know what it's like to be on long flights and
1d77840c-d17d-4787-95fa-5addd13bd724
00:09:36.880 --> 00:09:41.740
have short layovers where we have to transfer to another part of the
airport quickly.
6bc5c113-bb9e-4962-9909-cd20722d44ed
00:09:41.740 --> 00:09:46.650
We have a specialty, we have some tricks in our bag that we bring to
that
4fd025dd-95d4-4928-b68b-d38fc805b09f
00:09:46.650 --> 00:09:50.880
culture. So, a well-designed project will exhibit proportionality.
cd86b701-2ab3-482c-8843-06560adad906
00:09:52.350 --> 00:09:56.520
Practice your specialty but when it's time to go, leave well. Just
like
601f901e-a772-4259-b37a-0ba937a79190
00:09:56.520 --> 00:10:00.880
you would have a baggage allowance on an airplane,
9e2ebac9-82ab-45f0-a64e-ea9438eb6fa4
00:10:00.880 --> 00:10:04.450
we need to recognize the limits of how far our
2cbab22d-65f8-4a04-8c7a-6e5dc8f477b0
00:10:04.450 --> 00:10:09.450
expertise should go. We all know that giving handouts for too long
creates
1b9984d8-37f4-4f2c-b673-4fa74aa5fc7c
00:10:09.450 --> 00:10:14.270
dependents and by having someone like me and my role as
a7faa149-aedf-453c-aec8-daf3dfdf1a6c
00:10:14.270 --> 00:10:19.170
Emergency Coordinator, since I was there on the ground, there was
always this incentive
3076a8d5-1748-4103-89c7-872576aa4943
00:10:19.170 --> 00:10:23.630
to continue things like the food packages. So I realized that

ccd98d0c-f4ca-4e69-84b6-874b2b9a2827
00:10:23.630 --> 00:10:28.030
I had to work myself out of a job if the church was really going to
head in
2fe396e4-6cda-42fb-8348-0c87f8b74746
00:10:28.030 --> 00:10:31.920
a healthy direction for the future and not just the church but the
people that we're
0a7f5998-e0d1-492b-b42b-d5cb4eec9cb2
00:10:31.920 --> 00:10:36.440
serving, the refugees. So like what we experience when we travel there
is a
140773f1-4b99-48a3-b29e-932c4f771e0f
00:10:36.440 --> 00:10:41.260
time and place for everything. There's a time to model how to do
9ec12452-4a75-48cc-8168-e15b17e2d2a7
00:10:41.260 --> 00:10:45.400
specialized parts of a project. There's a time to wrap up a project
ef6dd245-a1e2-4ad2-b39d-b7b85c949740
00:10:45.400 --> 00:10:51.080
after transferring the skills to locals. Now that we've been talking
about our exit
b2250a99-b457-4cad-b8ef-e4b9a70d3e7d
00:10:51.080 --> 00:10:55.860
strategy, let's move to our final metaphor: it's that of a sprout.
24c7f92c-81e2-42ac-ab93-269c6ebef5fa
00:10:55.860 --> 00:10:56.940
What will survive
e6c4f750-3695-4692-acef-f79fb2f3b09d
00:10:56.940 --> 00:11:01.820
your leaving? Don't you want to be part of something that's lasting?
02285469-cdcf-4e0a-a43b-28ac4d399a8e
00:11:01.820 --> 00:11:05.450
Lasting fruit is the goal, cultivation is the task. We
7f363bec-62c0-4e8c-ad78-07b66e4811ea
00:11:05.450 --> 00:11:09.430
do that by being intentional. Even from the beginning
02a563b9-6110-438f-a307-61bbf5ce36c6
00:11:09.430 --> 00:11:13.620

of a partnership, we keep the larger picture of natural church
development in
c4b8f8b3-b802-4af5-a723-9566fb3ce460
00:11:13.620 --> 00:11:18.270
mind. If you think of your work like a gardener your task is to remove
8523f08e-382d-4b3e-a07f-01de958c29eb
00:11:18.270 --> 00:11:21.710
the stones and weeds that are barriers to development. You know,
a1d8dff9-758f-40ed-aaf0-a709824593eb
00:11:21.710 --> 00:11:26.650
in our profession I think we're prone to hanging on to a project too
long and if you
e8a61153-47b5-480e-aa3d-4b9fab357379
00:11:26.650 --> 00:11:31.940
look at the metaphor of a plant, it's like over-watering a plant.
c3f0af63-8944-4f1e-8407-bd46f31af6ee
00:11:31.940 --> 00:11:35.140
Or let's take an example from grapes, by making the
ee101911-de0c-4d71-b288-607e3af996a3
00:11:35.140 --> 00:11:39.360
vine struggle, it generally results in better grapes. So if you give a
a3de6158-ffac-4d71-9604-640c5b53f483
00:11:39.360 --> 00:11:44.330
grape vine a favorable environment, it will go to the vegetative
79e0f3c4-0dca-47f6-8105-e5b4f8cb86f7
00:11:44.330 --> 00:11:49.650
route. That means it's going to put all its energy into making leaves
and shoots
74e25c8d-6d97-4dc2-9254-87323cc213cb
00:11:49.650 --> 00:11:54.300
and not grapes. But if you prune it back, and you restrict
fbb171ed-4ca5-402b-9e5c-b860c67b837b
00:11:54.300 --> 00:11:59.110
its water, and you even over-crowd it, it senses that it's not in a
good place and
ec185e6f-8206-4d5c-941b-2b67e953670f
00:11:59.110 --> 00:12:03.700
it's biology starts telling it to start producing grapes to

cf1d0b40-a3f5-4578-9d8c-22fae7274b04
00:12:03.700 --> 00:12:09.900
reproduce itself elsewhere in a better environment. I'm not saying we
should intentionally let our
247f1376-694d-49b2-859b-b1707ed0ada8
00:12:09.900 --> 00:12:14.160
partners, our brothers and sisters struggle but it's a fact of life
c98dead8-48a0-4e42-9ac1-a246cda48df0
00:12:14.160 --> 00:12:17.550
that churches will only be strong as they have learned to do things
c8eb6540-6de6-4d88-8ff4-52137fdc2471
00:12:17.550 --> 00:12:21.950
on their own. Even from the beginning of a partnership, we keep the
larger picture
9b7c4f33-fbf6-48a3-95c7-be47f5dbee03
00:12:21.950 --> 00:12:28.450
of natural church development in mind, we're engaged in the task with
the right goal.
aff2d4eb-24ed-4cd4-b5a3-5a85e4009d11
00:12:28.450 --> 00:12:33.290
So, that concludes the five principles that I think make for healthy
partnerships.
8e4c1daf-a923-474b-9217-a8eb20fcc02b
00:12:33.290 --> 00:12:37.800
Humility, Adaptability, Mutuality, Proportionality and
c4c7ade8-7da8-4bd4-8647-2da4521143b3
00:12:37.800 --> 00:12:39.670
Intentionality.
98d7db7d-9b5a-498f-83cb-605d75c451a3
00:12:39.670 --> 00:12:41.560
You know, God is the Master
3ddb839b-3011-47ac-8406-68c97487f5b7
00:12:41.560 --> 00:12:46.530
Artist Who created people with complexity and beauty.
f2dd344c-4d9c-4742-8e87-7e0c72151491
00:12:46.530 --> 00:12:50.020
God is the Composer of the song Who wrote the music so
93f3d6d0-819e-41ca-9d64-55b4a26083ac
00:12:50.020 --> 00:12:54.660

that all the instruments could sound their best together. God is the
great banquet
818a16da-a1b1-4e97-8162-99fedce44f23
00:12:54.660 --> 00:12:57.170
Host, Who desires that we belong to
f5ee366b-8a1c-4fba-9f4a-d7ef1b112333
00:12:57.170 --> 00:13:02.370
Him first and second to each other. God is the Guide Who helps us
navigate
c27299bd-3430-43fd-8b23-409ef4355d6f
00:13:02.370 --> 00:13:05.650
our journey in time and place and doesn't want us to leave
9550bf14-0737-48a1-b497-6c273efb5055
00:13:05.650 --> 00:13:10.890
our emotional baggage behind. And He's the Creator Who gives life to
all things,
7777265a-2eff-4c2d-8cbf-5b72acea5752
00:13:10.890 --> 00:13:16.300
He knows our DNA and knows what will make us the most fruitful. If
you're saying to
ff4d0320-4883-4d97-9fdc-9691bb29ca21
00:13:16.300 --> 00:13:20.620
yourself, "All this is great but there isn't an established local
church in my
d7d2a9d1-4704-410f-9992-33e9a6dbf6c2
00:13:20.620 --> 00:13:26.850
contacts." I would challenge you that in almost every case, I think
there is. The question
6aebd47b-b2b8-4ff0-b3e9-c18de3379a48
00:13:26.850 --> 00:13:32.900
is, how hard will you go looking to find it? We choose to work through
the worldwide
1cc5ca51-5514-40fd-a926-907cbed82b21
00:13:32.900 --> 00:13:37.600
expression of the church, whether it's to believers in hiding
0e50cbd6-6077-462d-9e7a-d3443d6349c7
00:13:37.600 --> 00:13:43.050
in Yemen or it's in the buckle of the bible-belt. The church is the
Bride of Christ.

ec2ccdb2-19d0-4499-90ce-c42bb96bb5b4
00:13:43.050 --> 00:13:47.190
Thank you for your time to view this presentation and may God richly
bless your
b03caaf6-575f-42ce-b56c-d5971cb38465
00:13:47.190 --> 00:13:55.160
desire to partner with the local church with excellence. We belong to
each other for eternity.

